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Giovanni Stary 

A Preliminary Note 
on the Manchu Versions of Qianlong’s 
Poetical Collection Quanyun shi 

The collection of historical poems entitled Yuzhi Quanyun shi , is a 

well-known literary work composed by emperor Qianlong in 1778. It contains 106 poems 

which are based — as the title itself reveals — on the “complete rhyme-cycle”, i.e. the 

106 rhyme-classes of the so-called “Pingshui system” . 1  The whole work is 

subdivided into five volumes. The first two are devoted to the foundation of the Manchu 

empire and its development till the Yongzheng era, whereas the following three volumes 

concern Chinese history from the very beginning till the Ming dynasty. Every poem is 

accompanied by long comments and explanations, mostly taken from the Chinese classics 

and indispensable for the comprehension and interpretation of the compositions.2 

Its Manchu version (Han-i araha Yongkiyan mudan-i irgebun), on the contrary, is one of 

the less-known and studied chapters of Manchu literature, which is probably due to the fact 

that it was never printed and was circulated in a few handwritten copies only. Actually, 

11 manuscripts are known to exist,3 one of them being kept in the Manuscript Department 

of the Institute of Oriental Manuscripts in St. Petersburg under the call number A 60. It has 

been described by M.P. Volkova as follows: «���������	
��, 
����

�	 ��	������� 

� ��	� ������� �������. � ����
	
�� � ���������
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�������	���	 �������, �����	���	 � ����	 � ��	�
�� ��	�	
 �� �
	� ��	������ 

��
�-��
�. ����. !���� — ��	����� ��
�-��
. "��� 	�	���� — 1822 (�. V, 

�. 32)».4 As Martin Gimm wrote: “Till nowadays no source has been found which informs 

about the significance or appreciation of the anthology in its Manchu version. There is also 

missing any indication of the circumstances according to which Qianlong himself was 

involved in the realisation of the Manchu version.”5 
In order to shed some light on this chapter, a comparison of all existing copies is therefore 

needed. The following comparison — limited to the copy kept at the Tôyô Bunko in Tôkyô,6 
the already mentioned ms. of the IVR, and a brief quotation found in the Manjusai da sekiyen 
kimcin bithe (i.e. the Manzhou yuanliu kao ) [1783]) — should be considered 

                        
1 The “Pingshui system” — named according to a place-name in Shandong — was established in 1223 and 

classifies 106 rhyme-syllables of Chinese poetry. 
2 The whole work has been recently analyzed by M. Gimm. Kaiser Qianlong (1711–1799) als Poet. Stuttgart, 

1993. 
3 Gimm �. Kaiser Qianlong. P. 83. 
4 ������� �.	. #���
�	 ��
��������� ������	� $
������� 
������ !��� � !%���� !& ���'. *., 

1965. �. 71, + 134. The exact date of this copy, however, is 13.VII.1821 (Doro Eldengge-i sucungga aniya ninggun 
biyai tofohon de). 

5 Original in German in: Gimm M. Kaiser Qianlong. P. 86. 
6 Poppe N., Hurvitz L., Okada H. Catalogue of the Manchu-Mongol Section of the Toyo Bunko. Tokyo–Seattle, 

1964. P. 299–300, no. 514. 
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a preliminary step in this direction. Limiting our analysis to the very beginning of the 
collection of poems, the well-known myth of the dynasty’s heavenly origin, we find to our 
surprise that, in the last mentioned source, the Manchu text is a verse-composition according 
to the usual Manchu verse-technique based on alliteration (every line of a stanza begins with 
the same vowel or consonant) and different rhyme-schemes. In the second stanza, the 
rhyme-scheme follows the structure a-a-b-a, in the following central stanza (exceptionally 
composed of six instead of the usual four lines) the scheme is a-a-b-a-b-a. The fourth and 
fifth stanzas are based on the a-b-a-b scheme, and the last again on the a-a-b-a scheme. The 
first stanza is based on the unusual scheme a-b-c-b. 

Both Manchu manuscripts are sometimes free and sometimes word-by-word translations 
of the Chinese text. See, for example, the last stanza: in the Tôyô Bunko ms. only the Zhou 
dynasty appears — but in the manuscript at the Institute of Oriental Manuscripts we also find 
emperor “Di U” (= Di Wu ), mentioned in the Chinese text. When speaking of how the 
first ancestor was brought to the village, the Tôyô Bunko ms. says (like the Chinese text) that 
he was placed on two mens’ joined hands, whereas the manuscript at the Institute of Oriental 
Manuscripts specifies that by “joining hands” a kind of chair was made. Furthermore, the 
manuscript at the Instittute of Oriental Manuscripts “transforms” the black bird (yacin gasha, 
in Chinese simply niao ) of the Shang dynasty’s origin myth into a swallow (cibin). 
Noteworthy is also the different version of the last line in the penultimate stanza, where the 
text of the Institute of Oriental Manuscripts refers verbatim to the “first ancestors” (zhaozong 

) of the Chinese text, transcribing the term simply as joozung. In the Tôyô Bunko text 
this term is given as uksun, i.e. “[imperial] clan”. 

As can be seen from this preliminary note, many problems connected with the various 
Manchu versions of Qianlong’s composition still call for answer: in any further research, 
nonetheless, the text kept at the Institute of Oriental Manuscripts should deserve special 
attention for its elegant style and the way it translates — or explains — specific Chinese 
terms. 

Versified parallel text of the Manjusai da sekiyen-i kimcin bithe (1783), I, 8b–12°: 

                             abka amba daicing gurun be badarambufi 
                             ambarame hûturi deribume dergi ergici mukdembuhe. 
                             alin seci golmin šanyan alin inu 
                             amba ulai gebu hûntung ula sehe 

Heaven let the Great Daicing dynasty become prosperous, 
great good fortune began rising from the East. 
The mountain is the Long White Mountain, 
the name of the great river is Hûntung River 
 

                             cokcohon den bime ešemeliyan-i kûwaraha 
                             cohome hûturi be imiyabufi ferguwecun banjinaha. 
                             colgoroko alin-i ninggude juce bi. 
                             cohotoi gebu tamun juce seme algimbuha. 

On the supreme top [the dynasty started] embracing everything. 
Gathering special luck, it [made] wonders grow. 
On the excellent mountain there is a pool, 
which became particularly famous with the name Tamun Pool. 
 

                             abkai sargan jui ilan enduri gege. 
                             abka ci wasinjifi omo de ebišehe. 
                             aifinici enduri saksaha ašuha tubihe be sindafi. 
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                            ainame nunggefi uthai beyede bihe. 
                            anggai alame gebu hala bufi. 
                            aja uthai abkai baru wesime genehe. 

Three heavenly maiden-goddesses 
came down from Heaven and took a bath. 
When a magpie-god brought a fruit and put it down 
[one maiden] swallowed it and became pregnant. 
After having revealed orally [to her son his] name and clan, 
the mother ascended to Heaven. 
 

                            emu muke ganara niyalma sabufi. 
                            ede ferguweme tuwafi geren de alaha. 
                            emgi gala be joolame tebume gamafi bederebufi 
                            ejen obume gurun be salibuha. 

A man taking water saw [the child] and, having 
looked at him in astonishment, told it to the people. 
Joining their hands, they let him sit down and brought him back. 
They proclaimed him lord and entrusted him with [the government of] the country. 
 

                            ilan halai facuhûn be toktobufi 
                            ibedeme odoli gebungge hecen de tenehe 
                            ilibuha gurun-i gebu be manju seme tukiyefi 
                            icemleme ten be ilibufi fukjin doro neihe. 

He pacified the disarray of the three clans, 
later [his descendants] went to reside in the city called Odoli. 
The [just] founded dynasty was praised with the name Manju. 
Reaching a new height, the way to the [dynasty’s]  foundation was opened. 
 

                            tenteke šang gurun de yacin gashai umhan-i sabi tucinjihebi. 
                               tere jeo gurun de inu bethei simhun-i songko-i todolo iletulehebi. 
                            ten-i enduringge de ferguwecun bisirengge mujangga. 
                            terei baita encu bicibe doro emu bihebi: 

In the same way, in the Shang dynasty a propitious omen appeared 
                                                              from the egg of a black bird, 
and footprints as a good omen appeared in the Zhou dynasty. 
These are really marvels in the supreme divine [plans]. 
Even if the events were different, the way was the same. 

 
Prose version of the Tôyô Bunko ms.              Prose version of the IOM ms. 

abkai hesebuhe daicing gurun abkai daicing gurun banjibufi. 
ten-i dergici fukjin deribuhe mukden ci fukjin ilibuha. 
golmin šanyan sere alin golmin šanyan sere alin. 
honton sere ula bifi hûntung sere ula. 

 
By the Heaven’s will, the Daicing dynasty The Daicing dynasty was created by Heaven, 
originated from the great East. the origin was established from [= in] 
There is the Long White Mountain, There is the Long White Mountain, 
the river called Honton. the river called Hûntung. 
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den colhoropi ukume hayahai den colhon /umin goro. 
hûturi isafi ferguwecun imiyaha hûturi isandufi ferguwecun acamjiha 
alin-i ninggude bisire juce alin ninggude omo banjifi 
tamun seme gebu algika tamun gebu algišaha. 

 

On the top [the dynasty] embraced everything. On the top [the dynasty] is all-embracing.  
Concentrating fortune, it gathered wonders. Concentrating fortune, it collected wonders. 
The pool on the mountain On the mountain there is a lake 
became famous with the name Tamun. which became famous with the name Tamun. 

 

abkai ilan sargan jui ilan abkai sargan jui 
ebunjifi beye ebišere de enggilenjifi beyebe ebišehe 
ferguwecuke saksaha ašunjiha tubihe ferguwecuke saksaha-i ašuha tubihe 
nunggefi beyede oho nunggefi beye de oho. 
hala gebu šangname bufi hala gebu šangname bufi 
eme abka de wesike eme uthai wesihun wesike. 

 

When three maidens of Heaven Three heavenly maidens 
descended and took a bath, came and took a bath. 
[one of them] swallowed a fruit brought [One of them] swallowed a fruit brought 
by a magpie-god and became pregnant. by a magpie-god and became pregnant. 
After having revealed [his] name and clan, After having revealed [his] name and clan, 
the mother ascended to Heaven. the mother ascended upwards. 

 

muke ganara niyalma sabufi muke gaire niyalma isinafi. 
ferguwecuke galbingga seme ferguwehe ferguwecuke galbingga sabufi ferguwehe 
galai hiyaganjame tukiyeme bederefi galai den [= ten] obume tukiyeme bederebufi 
gurun-i ejen seme wesihulehe wesihuleme gurun-i ejen obuha. 

 

A man taking water saw [the child] A man taking water came 
and wondered, astonishingly surprised. and wondered, astonishingly surprised. 
[The people] brought him back respectfully [The people] brought him back respectfully 
joining their hands making a chair with [their] hands 
and honoured him as lord of the country. and respectfully proclaimed him lord 

                                             of the country. 
 

ilan halai facuhûn toktobufi ilan halangga-i facuhûn toktobufi 
odoli hoton de tehe odoli hoton de tehe. 
manju seme gebu ilibufi manju gurun seme gebulefi. 
fukjin neime uksun badarambuha joozung fukjin doro ilibuha. 

 

He pacified the disarray of the three clans, He pacified the disarray of the three clans, 
[his descendants] resided in the city of Odoli. [his descendants] resided in the city of Odoli. 
Having established the name Manju Having called [the dynasty] Manju Dynasty, 
the Imperial clan prospered laying the the first ancestors paved the way to the 
[dynasty’s] foundation. [dynasty’s] foundation. 

 

yacin gasha /ang ni todolo cibin-i ferguwecun /ang gurun 
amba songko jeo-i deribun di u jeo-i harga/an 
enduringge urunakû sekiyen bi enduringge urunakû deribuhangge bi. 
tulbin ilgacibe doro emu tulbin encu bicibe tacin adali. 
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A black bird as a good omen for the Shang, The miracle of a swallow of the Shang dynasty, 
great footprints at the beginning of the Zhou: the court of emperor Wu of the Zhou: 
The origin is always [found] in divine [plans]. The origin is always [found] in divine [plans]. 
Even if the reasons were different, the way Even if the reasons were different, [the way]  
was one only. was like a [constant] practice. 
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